The magnetic proximity effect in top and bottom Pt layers induced by Co in Ta/Pt/Co/Pt multilayers has been studied by interface sensitive, element specific x-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity. The asymmetry ratio for circularly polarized x-rays of left and right helicity has been measured at the Pt L3 absorption edge (11567 eV) with an in-plane magnetic field (±158 mT) to verify its magnetic origin. The proximity-induced magnetic moment in the bottom Pt layer decreases with the thickness of the Ta buffer layer. Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction has been carried out to show that the Ta buffer layer induces the growth of Pt(011) rather than Pt(111) which in turn reduces the induced moment. A detailed density functional theory study shows that an adjacent Co layer induces more magnetic moment in Pt(111) than in Pt(011). The manipulation of the magnetism in Pt by the insertion of a Ta buffer layer provides a new way of controlling the magnetic proximity effect which is of huge importance in spin-transport experiments across similar kind of interfaces. * anil@iisc.ac.in # equal contribution 1 arXiv:1911.12187v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 
I. INTRODUCTION
Interfacial spin-orbit coupling in the ferromagnet-nonmagnet (FM/NM) systems promotes remarkable spin-related phenomena and interactions such as interfacial spin Hall effect [1, 2, 3, 4] , interfacial DzyaloshinskiiMoriya interaction (iDMI) [5, 6, 7] , Rashba effect [8, 9] and spinorbit torque (SOT) [10, 11] . All these effects simultaneously provide the electrical manipulation of the magnetization to control magnetization switching by current-driven domain wall motion. A static magnetic moment in the adjacent NM can be induced by the FM in certain FM/NM systems (e.g. Fe/Pd, Fe/Pt) [12, 13] . The phenomenon of a nominally paramagnetic material getting spin-polarized in presence of an adjacent FM or ferrimagnetic material by the exchange interaction, is known as magnetic proximity effect (MPE) [14, 15] . This effect can be commonly observed in materials such as Pt which is a Pauli paramagnet following the Stoner criterion [16] . The MPE must be investigated to understand the magnetic properties of the atoms near the FM/NM interface. Earlier studies have shown that the structural properties of the atoms near the FM/NM interface determine the spin-transport properties [17, 18] . Furthermore, broken spatial inversion symmetry at the FM-NM interface can attribute to non-equivalent spin-transport properties (e.g. SOT, iDMI) [19, 20, 21, 22] between NM/FM (FM on top of NM) and FM/NM (NM on top of FM). Earlier studies show that in symmetric NM/FM/NM systems, SOT and iDMI can prevail due to different structural and/or magnetic properties at the NM/FM and FM/NM interfaces. MPE has been experimentally reported [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] mainly using x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). In presence of FM metals such as Fe [26] , Ni [27, 28] , Co [29, 30, 31] , Pt has been reported to be spin-polarized and the absolute magnetic moment per Pt atom has been quantified using the XMCD sum rules in those Pt/FM bi-and multilayer systems. The XMCD technique becomes insensitive in extracting the absolute magnetic moment per atom of a specific element at buried interfaces for thicker layers in a multilayer thin film system [32] .Compared to XMCD, a new technique namely x-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity (XRMR) depends on the spin-dependent interference of x-rays reflected from the interfaces of a multilayer [33] . Depending on the energy of the x-rays used, the XRMR technique can detect the magnetic properties of multilayers with element-and depth-sensitivity. In this work, the induced spin polarization in top and bottom Pt layers due to Co layer in Ta/Pt/Co/Pt multilayers grown on Si/SiO 2 substrate has been investigated. We used the XRMR technique to quantify the magnetic moments in the two different Pt layers of the multilayer and found that the top Pt layer has larger induced magnetic moment than the bottom one that is adjacent to the Ta buffer layer. Furthermore, the induced magnetic moment in the bottom Pt layer reduces with increasing thickness of the Ta buffer layer. We have observed that the Ta buffer layer favours the growth of Pt(011) rather than Pt(111). Hence, by varying the thickness of the Ta buffer layer growth of the Pt layer can be modified, which in turn can control the MPE in the Pt layer due to the Co layer. Kuschel et al. showed that the effective spin-polarized Pt thickness is independent of the thickness of the Pt layer by investigating FM/Pt bilayer systems [13] . In this work, we confirm this independency for Pt/FM/Pt multilayer systems. Experimental results are also compared with density functional theory calculations. In addition, the magnetic moment values observed by the XRMR technique is found to be comparable with the results obtained from a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM).
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Ta(t)/Pt(4)/Co(2)/Pt(2) multilayers (all the thicknesses are in nm) have been deposited by dc magnetron sputter deposition on Si substrates with 285 nm amorphous SiO 2 layer (3.8×3.8 mm 2 ). The deposition has been done at room temperature (RT) with an Argon pressure of 5 × 10 −3 mbar in a high vacuum chamber with a base pressure below 5 × 10 −8 mbar. The deposition rates of Ta, Pt and Co were 0.022 nm/s, 0.047 nm/s and 0.023 nm/s, respectively. The thickness of the Ta buffer layer (t) has been varied from 0 to 10.2 nm, where zero indicates the multilayer without any Ta buffer layer. During deposition the substrate has been rotated with 30 rotations/min in order to obtain uniform film thicknesses. VSM measurements at RT have been done on the multilayers with in-plane magnetic field up to ±1 T. The XRMR and XMCD measurements were carried out at the resonant scattering and diffraction beamline P09 (EH1) of the third-generation synchrotron PETRA III at DESY (Hamburg, Germany) [34] . A six-circle diffractometer was used to carry out x-ray reflectivity (XRR) scans in θ-2θ scattering geometry. XRMR is based on the magnetooptic change of optical properties of the investigated material. The complex refractive index of a material is given by n = 1 − δ + iβ, with dispersion coefficient δ and absorption coefficient β, connected via Kramers-Kronig relation. These coefficients vary by a fraction in magnetic materials depending on the relative orientation of the magnetization with respect to the incident beam and these variations are most pronounced at photon energies close to the absorption edge of the specific material. The theoretical background of XRMR has been described in Ref. [33] in detail. The fundamental aspect of XRMR is to determine the depth profile of the magnetooptic parameters ∆δ and ∆β which correspond to the magnetic change of the dispersion δ and absorption β coefficients, respectively. In our case, the XRR was measured at an off-resonant energy (11467 eV) and at the resonant energy (11567 eV) close to the whiteline of the Pt L 3 absorption edge in presence of an in-plane permanent magnet with a magnetic field of 158 mT at RT. The degree of circular polarization of the incident x-rays was 92 ± 3 % as determined using an Au (111) analyzer crystal. A single 850-µm thick diamond plate at quarter wave plate condition was used to produce incident circularly polarized light. The reflected intensity of left (I L ) and right (I R ) helicity for each scattering vector q (XRMR) and energy (XMCD) was determined by switching fast the helicity of the incident circular polarization and averaging. Afterwards, the XRMR asymmetry ratio ∆I=(I L − I R )/(I L + I R ) was calculated from the collected data and fitted with an appropriate model. All the data processing and fitting have been done using the ReMagX analysis tool [35] following the recipe provided by Klewe et al. [32] . The fitting algorithm for the nonmagnetic reflectivity data is based on the recursive Parratt formalism [36] with roughness described by the Névot-Croce approximation [37] . The fitting algorithm for the asymmetry ratio is based on the Zak matrix formalism [38] . The tool models and varies the magnetooptic depth profiles, i.e., the in-depth distributions of ∆δ and ∆β, while keeping the absolute values for δ and β unchanged. In the matrix formalism the roughness is also treated as an optical profile with a Gaussian-like distribution centred at the interface. The magnetooptic depth profile has been converted to Pt magnetic moment (µ B /Pt) using the conversion factor obtained by ab initio calculations [13] . The XMCD spectrum was collected using an energy dispersive silicon drift detector (VORTEX) synchronized with the piezo-actuators underneath the phase plates. Thus, allowing for the fluorescent photons for left and right circularly polarized incident beam to be counted separately at every point of the scan. The XRMR asymmetry ratio plotted against the scattering vector q = 4π sin θ λ has been plotted in Fig. 1 (a) for Ta(2)/Pt(4)/Co(2)/Pt (2) . The profile changes the sign with the reversal of the magnetic field direction, which confirms its magnetic origin.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental energy-dependent x-ray absorption spectrum (XAS) at the Pt L 3 edge normalized to the edge jump (green curve in Fig. 1(b) for Ta(2)/Pt(4)/Co(2)/Pt(2)) has been depicted along with the XMCD intensity (red curve in Fig. 1 Table 1 : Structural parameters, thickness t and roughness σ expressed in nm of all the layers in each multilayer. be confirmed that the maximum dichroism is close to the whiteline intensity of the L 3 absorption edge [24] comparable to recent ab initio calculations [13] and experimental studies using fixed-q scans [39] and XMCD [40] . We have chosen the resonant energy 11567 eV for collecting the XRMR data. The whiteline intensity and m top P t represents the magnetic moment in the Co layer, the bottom and the top Pt layer respectively. m XRMR and m VSM denotes the total magnetic moment of the multilayer measured by XRMR and VSM, respectively.t spin represents the spin-polarized thickness of the Pt layers. . These profiles were generated by a Gaussian function at each of the Pt/Co interface, convoluted with the roughness profiles of the respective interface [32] . The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of these Gaussian-like profiles has been calculated to quantify the effective thickness of spin-polarized Pt layers at the two interfaces. By comparing the experimental fit values of ∆β with the ab initio calculations [13] , the magnetic moment per spin-polarized Pt atom at the maximum of these profiles has been determined. The magnetic moment contribution m XRMR from the Co layer with a saturation magnetization of 1400 emu/cm 3 at RT [42] and the two Pt layers in a certain multilayer has been calculated by determining the area under the curve of the magnetooptic profiles. The saturation magnetic moments m VSM for all the multilayers have been extracted from their respective VSM measurements at RT (see Fig. 4 ). All the relevant extracted data have been summarized in Tab. I. It can be readily seen from Tab. I that m XRMR and m VSM are very much comparable. Hence, the total magnetic moment of a NM/FM/NM system can be considered as summation of the magnetic moment of the FM layer and the induced magnetic moment in the NM layer by the FM layer. Hence, the enhancement in magnetic moment of a multilayer can be attributed to the MPE. realized that the effective spin-polarized Pt thickness is about 1 nm for all the multilayers (see Tab. II) and it is independent of the Pt thickness confirming earlier results [13] . Comparing all the magnetic depth profiles of the spin-polarized Pt layers it can be realized that the maximum induced magnetic moment per Pt atom in the bottom Pt layer decreases with the increase in thickness of the Ta buffer layer (see Fig. 5 ). Moreover, XRMR has been also carried out on Ta(3)/Pt(2)/Co(2)/Pt(2) multilayer (see Fig. 6(c) ). Due to the Ta buffer layer, the induced magnetic moments in the top and the bottom Pt layers are different, even if the thickness of the two Pt layers are the same (see Fig. 6(d) ). It should be noted that the nearly equal roughness at the top 6 Co/Pt and bottom Pt/Co interfaces rules out the possibility of different intermixing at the top and bottom Co/Pt interfaces to get different MPE in the two Pt layers (see Tab. I)). Therefore, the only possibility of this different moment value could be the difference in structural properties of the two Pt layers. Obviously, the structural properties of bottom Pt layer deposited on the Ta buffer layer could be different than that of top Pt layer deposited on the Co layer due to different growth ambience [43] .
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It is interesting to note that in recent years, hard XRMR studies on trilayer systems have been reported for Pt/Co/Pt [20] and Pd/Co/Pd [44] . It has been shown qualitatively that the top NM layer has an enhanced induced magnetic moment compared to bottom one. Hence, it is important to understand the origin of such an observation. Therefore, we deposited Ta(t)/Pt(4) bilayers on the same substrate under the same growth condition. Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction has been carried out on these bilayers with an incidence angle of 0.5 o (see Fig. 7 ) to get more structural information of the bottom Pt layer. It has been observed that with larger Ta thickness the growth of Pt(011) becomes more prominent than Pt(111). We have done density functional theory calculations to compare between Co/Pt(111) and Co/Pt(011) interfaces. As the Ta buffer layer only modifies the crystallinity of the bottom Pt layer the Co/Pt interface is modelled accordingly. Here, Pt(111) and Pt(011) has been taken as substrates and ionic relaxation was performed for both the Pt substrates. A Co supercell of 1 × 1 was placed on top of both Pt(111) and Pt(011) substrates and vacuum of 17Å was provided along the z-direction. The modelled Co/Pt(111) and Co/Pt(011) bilayers with optimized separation between Co and Pt layers are shown (see Fig. 8 ). In the modelled bilayers, only Co atoms were allowed to relax in the x-y plane with optimized z. We have used DFT as employed in Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package [45, 46, 47] to study the electronic structure and magnetic properties of the Co/Pt bilayers.
Furthermore, a Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof-based [48] spin-polarized semi-local exchange-correlation functional was used. Projected augmented wave [49, 50] method-based potentials has been used for both Co and Pt atoms. The valence electrons taken for the Co atoms and the Pt atoms were d 8 s 1 and s 1 d 9 , respectively. For structural optimization, Gaussian smearing was used with Monkhorst-Pack (MP) [51] k-mesh of 3 × 5 × 1. The accurate calculation of electronic structure was carried out with tetrahedron smearing using finer MP k-mesh of 5 × 11 × 1 and 5 × 13 × 1 for Co/Pt(111) and Co/Pt(011) bilayer systems, respectively. The convergence criteria for forces on each atom in the structural optimization and for the electronic self-consistency was set to 0.0005 eV/Å and 10 −7 eV, respectively. The variation of the induced magnetic moment due to the Co atoms on the Pt atoms for both crystal structures in various layers are presented in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) for Co/Pt(111) and Co/Pt(011), respectively. It can be seen that the induced magnetic moments are 0.14 µ B /Pt and 0.05 µ B /Pt at the interfaces of Co/Pt(111) and Co/Pt(011), respectively. Any difference in the structural or magnetic properties at the interface can impact the MPE to modify the spin-transport phenomena [17, 18] in NM/FM/NM systems. As the MPE originates from the 3d -4d or 3d -5d [29] hybridization, it can significantly affect the spin-transport properties in NM-FM systems, which is sensitive to the interfacial spin orbit coupling. Moreover, the asymmetry in the induced magnetic region of NM/FM and that of FM/NM can be manipulated to control the spin-dependent transport phenomena in spin-orbitronic devices [52] .
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we investigated the magnetic proximity effect due to Co layer in two Pt layers of Ta/Pt/Co/Pt multilayers using XRMR. Analyzing the XRMR asymmetry ratio, it has been realized that the value of induced magnetic moments in top and bottom Pt layers are different irrespective of their structural thickness and interfacial roughness. The difference in the induced magnetic moment can give rise to various spin-transport phenomena such as SOT, iDMI. The Ta buffer layer promotes the growth of Pt(011) rather than Pt(111) as its thickness increases. Density functional theory calculations show that indeed, the Pt(111) layer has more induced magnetic moment than that of the Pt(011) due to the proximity of the Co layer. Moreover, it has been established that the magnetic moment of a multilayer is the summation of the moment in the FM layer and the moment induced by the FM layer in the adjacent NM layers.
